
Introduction

The dreaded electric window clip problem raised its head on my 2000 (w) reg Octavia 
Estate Mk1.

In fact both rear window lifters stopped working a few years earlier, but as I rarely travel 
in the back I ignored the problem.  However driving along the M23 the left rear window 
disappeared with a loud thump inside the door panel and the car suddenly became bitterly 
cold.  Normally it’s the drivers winder that fails first, however because the car had been 
owned by a chain smoking taxi driver, I guess the back windows got loads of stick from 
passengers.

Anyway the original Skoda part worked fine for more than 7 years, hence I guess I 
shouldn’t complain, that is until I found out how much it would cost to get a dealer to fix it.  
ARGGH!

A search on Briskoda confirmed others had succeeded in DIY repairs, but so far no one had 
posted up an illustrated “How To”.  So we took pictures, and hope this may be helpful to 
others.

However before getting stuck in, it’s important to ensure you have diagnosed the problem 
correctly.  In most cases, if your electric window is having problems “partially closing”, 
“leaning down at one end” or has “completely disappeared” it is almost certainly due to the 
failure of a cheap plastic clip – which sadly can’t be replace cheaply!

Before ordering any parts its worth checking the obvious – loose connections or blown 
fuses.  If pressing the relevant button simply makes ominous noises of the motor turning 
but nothing much happening, or worse still you can hear the sound of cables swishing 
around then it pretty certain the clip has failed.  However the big question remains, is it 
just the clip that’s failed or have the cables also got all mashed up?

If it’s just the clip, then you can buy a clip repair kit which comprises an upgraded clip and 
redesigned clamp bracket to hold the window for roughly �25 per window.

If the cables have got mashed, then you need a complete window regulator repair kit, 
which replaces the whole mechanism except the lift motor. – which costs �75 per window.

So be prepared to tackle the problem in two sessions a week apart.

Session one, to diagnose and potentially carry out an emergency fix
(jamming a bit of wood inside the door frame to stop the window dropping), and 
ordering parts for the proper fix.

Session two, removing the temporary fix and completing the repair.

TOOLS needed

Nothing really special is needed, as long as you have a selection of suitable torx bits, and 
screwdrivers.  (To fully examine the cable drum you may need a drill and some short nuts 
and bolts.)

You will also need:
- some duck-tape,
- an assistant
- a regular supply of your choice of beverage, tea, coffee, beer, whatever.
- fine sunny weather and a dry surface to work on outdoors, or
- a warm well lit garage with ample space to work with the doors open.

Each session will take a confident DIY’er around two hours each time.

SESSION ONE - Diagnosis



Stripping the door

First immobilize the window (so it does not crash inside the door and break)

Attach several strips of duck tape to the window passing over the top of the door.  The 
window is heavy and expensive (the tape is cheap so use ample).
(Skip this stage if the window has already dropped inside the door!)

Disconnect the battery.

Removing the door card.

(1) remove the small torx screws around the sides and bottom edge of the door. Remove 
them and put them in a storage jar.
(2) carefully prise out the cover strip from the door handle pull.

(3) unscrew the two cross head screws holding the door handle pull in place.

(4) carefully prise off the speaker cover plate – pull with fingernails at the door edge
(5) this will reveal a cross head screw – which also needs to come off



(6) undo the speaker cable connector revealed (release the connector by pressing the clip 
together and then ease it free)
(7) undo the connector from the electric window switch
(8) carefully ease the door card outwards away from the door frame – start at the bottom
(9) once the door card is free at the bottom, ease it free upwards from the window 
channel.  You may need to carefully lever it up with a screwdriver placed between the door 
card and the door frame.  It can be very stiff and require force to separate, so it may come 
free abruptly.  

BUT when it does come free, DON’T TRY to remove the door card from the door just yet –
as it will still be attached by the door release cable.

(10) get an assistant to temporarily hold the door card where it is, whilst you quickly go 
round behind the door and take time to see how the door release cable is attached – as it 
makes removal and re-assembly easier

(11) go back round and reach up behind the door card to unhook the door release cable 
from the door release mechanism, and then slide the outer cable out of its retaining 
channel. The door card can now be removed and stored in a safe place.



(12) Now carefully remove/pull to one side the door card plastic liner membrane, so that 
you can get at all the bolts holding the window winder mechanism in place.  Its bound to 
tear somewhere so expect to use tape to repair it when refitting the door.

Removing the window Regulator mechanism

(13) We need to disconnect the big white multiplug connector from the window winder 
motor. First create slack in the cable by cutting off the cable tie. Then pull the connector 
free.

(You may need to prise it loose using a small screwdriver to push in the tab at one end 
whilst using a large screwdriver to ease that end of the connector free.  Repeat at the 
other end.)



(If you feel along the bottom the door frame you will probably find several bits of broken 
plastic clip confirming why your window is not working properly.)

(14) Now the tricky bit - Positioning the window glass to remove the clamp brackets

With the assistant supporting the window, carefully free off the duck tape.  Lower the 
window until you can see and reach the bolts on the window carrier bracket through the 
two round holes in the door frame.  

(see the picture of the gap when the window is in the right place).

RE-ATTACH the duck tape firmly to keep the window in this new location.

(15) Using a socket – Free off the two bolts on the window carrier bracket.
Reach in and gently separate the clamp bracket from the window glass, and remove the 
bracket leaving the window in place.



(16) Undo and remove the bolts holding the window winder motor

(17) Undo the bolts holding the winder mechanism.  As the last one is undone the whole 
lot will crash down inside the door frame, so get your assistant to hold onto the frame.

(18) Once it’s all free just wriggle the whole mechanism out of the door frame.

(19) Remove and discard the old window clamp bracket – you can see the remains of the 
old clip in the photo below left.  To ensure the new clip is much stronger they have also 
redesigned the whole window clamp – photo below right)



A good time for refreshments as the next bit can be done in the warm on the kitchen 
table.

(19) Cover table with old newspapers, and then examine closely the mechanism cables.  If 
you are lucky they have just come off their runners when the plastic clip broke.
What you need to know however is whether or not the cables have got jammed up on the 
spool where they are attached to the window motor.  So first remove the three bolts 
holding the window motor from the winder mechanism. It separates revealing a splined 
drive.  Put the motor to one side.

(20) We can now check if the regulator cables are still correctly coiled around the central 
spool, or have become a nasty jammed up mess.  So gently pull on one of the cables 
seeking to pull more cable from the central spool. If you are lucky it will pull the other 
cable end in smoothly by the same amount.  Repeat the check by pulling on the other 
cable.  If both cables pull through smoothly, then you are lucky can just order the 
relatively cheap window clip repair kit. (�25 ish).

If the whole thing is jammed solid then it’s a replacement window regulator required. (�75 
ish)

(21) So order up the relevant parts and in the mean time, so you can still use the car, we 
can make a temporary fix to hold the window in place with a piece of timber – I found a 
length of left over skirting board was ideal.  

(21) So back out side. With your assistants help, free-off the duck tape and reposition the 
window so its fully up. Temporarily hold it in place with duck tape.  Measure the vertical 
gap between the bottom of the window glass and the bottom of the door. Cut off a piece of 
wood slightly longer, making a V notch in one end which is the measured length.  Poke the 
V end up under the window glass and jam the other end in place on the bottom of the door 
frame.

If you’ve done it right it will stay firmly wedged there for years, and can remove the duck 
tape.

(If you can’t afford the parts then just refit the door card etc reversing the above 
procedure and that’s it. There is no need to re-connect the window winder switch but you 
must refit and reconnect the motor – or the central locking won’t work)



SESSION TWO – The fix

Carrying on from above.  (so if you refitted the door card etc at the end of session one –
then pull it all off again – as we need to get inside the door frame again.)

(In my case only the window clips had failed and the cables were OK to reuse.) So we 
ended up with a heap of new bits to fix both rear windows – and it was not easy to work 
out which ones went on which side.  I eventually spotted that Skoda has actually bothered 
to stamp a letter L very faintly onto the Left  window support clamp.  The marking is 
where I have marked the part with a red felt tipped pen on this photo.  However parts for 
the right side window have nothing.

The first step is carried out off the car.

(1) Remove any remains of the old plastic clip from the track and carefully align the new 
clip with the track. Using brute force (its tough nylon not cheap plastic this time) rotate 
the new clip into position somewhere along the track. It just snaps on.

(2) With an assistant holding helping to compress the tension springs. 

Carefully re-instate the cables into their correct position on the regulator frame, anchoring 
each end into the new nylon clip.  



The one coming from the top needs to go in first, then the bottom one. Gently release the 
tension springs and hopefully the whole thing should move smoothly up and down the 
track with relatively little effort.  Lubricate the track with grease, and a little oil on the 
pulley wheels may be useful.

(3) Engage the new window carrier clamp onto the plastic clip. Ensure the locking tab 
locates fully.

(4) Loosen the two nuts on the window support clamp bracket

The regulator mechanism is now basically ready for reinstallation in the car – so outside 
again.

(5) Remove the white connector, and then remove the window motor (remember you put 
it back last week so the central locking would work).

(6) Align the splines on the motor with the shaft on the window regulator spool, and bolt 
the motor in place

(7) Duck Tape window firmly in place and remove temporary bit of wood

(8) Carefully jiggle the window regulator assembly inside the door. Ensure the bolt holes 
align with the various slots in the door frame. Bolt loosely in place.

(9) With assistant free off and remove! the duck tape and then guide the window down 
until it locates into the window clamp.  Finger tighten the nuts on the clamp

Now we need to re position the window so it aligns with the two holes in the door frame, 
so we can tighten (but not too much) the clamp bolts.

(10) Temporarily re connect the battery and fit the big white connector to the window 
motor. Turn on the ignition and with the assistant pressing the relevant window button in 
the drivers door, carefully raise the window (small steps) until it aligns with the holes in 
the door frame.

(11) Turn off ignition. Using a socket carefully tighten the window clamp.  Don’t go mad!

(12) Turn the ignition back on and carefully test the window full range operation.  If its all 
OK then its time to reinstate everything following each step in the reverse order we took it 



apart. Don’t forget to reinstate the cable tie on the wire to the big white connector, and 
take time to get the plastic membrane back in place and taped down without any gaps.

(13) Once you have finished you may need to reprogramme the window memory settings.  
Raise the window fully up using the switch on the door and hold the switch in the up 
position for about 5 seconds (or until you hear a slight click from the motor) This sets the 
fully up position.

The wind the window all the way down, and hold the switch in the down position for 
another 5 seconds (or you hear a slight click from the motor), then release.  That will re-
programme the fully down window memory settings.  (If you fail to do this and the window 
clamp is not suitably tight, its possible that on a bitterly cold day the window can freeze in 
position, and the motor may simply pull the clamp from the bottom of the window!)

(14) Finally if the window is working fine, refit the door card etc, ensuring you check that 
the door release works correctly BEFORE closing/shutting the door.


